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He was blind. To me, fresh from Prohibition in America, the
instant thought came: "Wood alcohol!" And perhaps some such
fear came to Dietrichson and Omdal as well. We bandaged Dietrich-
son's eyes and put him in his sleeping-bag in the tent. Then Omdal
and I squatted and smoked in silence, waiting, it might be, for
blindness to come to us in turn. There could have been no more
horrible fate than to go blind then.
But we didn't. Dietrichson's affliction proved to be a temporary
one—that acute exhaustion of the retina called snow blindness. We
had under-estimated the power of the sun upon the ice and, be-
cause our exertions fogged them, had grown careless about wearing
our snow-goggles. In fact, one of the minor miseries of our whole
stay on the ice was the constant necessity of wearing steamy glasses.
We were all more or less touched with snow blindness before we
got through.
Dietrichson lay with bandaged eyes in his sleeping-bag, awake or
asleep, we could not tell Men do not say much in such drcum-
stances. Omdal and I purled and communed with ourselves.
The expedition was separated, one half lost from the other. Our
own plane was badly wrecked. Even intact, there was no place
from which it could take off. With only one engine to help, three
men could not have dragged its great weight up to safety on the ice
cake—and one of our party was blind. All around was this chaotic
confusion of ice, grinding and shifting with wind and current, leads
opening only to close again with the irresistible force of innumer-
able sluggishly moving tons—the deadly jaws of the North.
A sorry introduction of the prentice to his chosen profession!
STRUGGLE
T
WO things were imperative:
i. To secure the N 24 against sinking with the engine
fuel on which our lives depended:
2. To establish communication with Amundsen and his party.

